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Cybersecurity Summit
June 19th, 2024 MAIN STAGE

MAIN STAGE 08:30 Entrance
The doors open at 8.30 am - so you can start networking over your first
coffee or find yourself a good seat.

MAIN STAGE 09:15 Welcome
Event opening and welcome from organizers

Jeremias Aldinger
Cybersecurity Summit

Tim Guder
Cybersecurity Summit

MAIN STAGE 09:30 Secure application development of the future
Almost every company today has to develop its own customized
software, build a development team, and ultimately ensure that this
software is developed securely. But how do we achieve this, and what
are the current and future developments leading to this goal? What
role do large language models, static source code analysis, fuzzing,
continuous integration, and so on play in this process? This keynote
provides an overview of what is truly important, what might be a waste
of resources, and the direction of future trends.

Marc Heuse
mh-sec

Host
Inken März
Cybersecurity Summit
Moderation

MAIN STAGE 10:00 Coffee break
Enjoy coffee and breakfast and make new contacts with the visitors
and exhibitors of the Cybersecurity Summit.
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MAIN STAGE 10:30 Cybersecurity strategy of a fast growing e-
commerce startup
In this presentation, Vladyslav Cherednychenko as Director of IT
Security Engineering at ABOUT YOU discusses how cybersecurity is
integrated into the development and business processes of a fast
growing company. Together, we will explore how security maturity
within the company has evolved since the beginning, what it is like
now, and what may be next.

Vladyslav
Cherednychenko
ABOUT YOU

Host

Inken März
Cybersecurity Summit
Moderation

MAIN STAGE 11:00 The Future of IT Security
IT security chiefs from leading companies discuss their strategies and
measures to ensure cybersecurity today and in the future.

Katharina Sook Hee
Koch
Federal Office for
Information Security

Florian Battenfeld
Flender

Hendrik Janßen
BAUER MEDIA

Romain Pradelle
FTI Group

Martin Brünn
ADVANCED
Systemhaus |
Threatlocker

Host
Isabelle Ewald
BDO Germany | Mind
the Tech
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MAIN STAGE 11:45 Mobile work, clouds and other challenges
For a long time now, security has no longer been confined to a
company's own data center. What strategies are successful IT security
managers pursuing to get to grips with the new challenges?

Ugur Simsek
HUGO BOSS

Max Imbiel
Bitpanda

Wolfgang Witerzens
Condor

Dr. Ingo Bente
Fielmann

Host
Robert Hellwig
Universität Siegen

MAIN STAGE 12:30 Lunch break
Enjoy the lunch and make new contacts with the visitors and exhibitors
at the Cybersecurity Summit.

MAIN STAGE 13:30 Cybersecurity Summit Startup Awards
You will see innovative startups presenting their clever new solutions in
the Cybersecurity business. The best three will receive a Cybersecurity
Summit Startup Award – you decide!

Alexander
Feldmann
LocateRisk

Aleksander Groshev
Autobahn Security

Dr. Dominik
Schürmann
heylogin

Roman Kuznetsov
Systola

Host

Inken März
Cybersecurity Summit
Moderation
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MAIN STAGE 14:30 Shortage of specialists in IT
How much has the shortage of skilled workers already become a
security risk? How can understaffed cybersecurity departments still do
their jobs?

Dr. Dennis Tatang
Barmenia

Oliver Herrmann
Thales

Dennis Buroh
Minimax

Dr. Heiko Seidel
Volkswagen Financial
Services

Ron Kneffel
CISO Alliance

Host
Robert Hellwig
Universität Siegen

MAIN STAGE 15:15 Coffee break
Enjoy coffee and cake and make new contacts with the visitors and
exhibitors of the Cybersecurity Summit.

MAIN STAGE 15:45 Incident Response – Have I been hacked??
An anonymized real case is used to interactively illustrate why an
emergency plan is important and which points must/should be
considered.

Andreas Dondera
Polizei Hamburg

Host
Inken März
Cybersecurity Summit
Moderation
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MAIN STAGE 16:15 How do we embed IT Security in the organization -
is the employee the weakest link?
As we all know, IT security is not just about software, tools and
processes - employees are often seen as the weakest links in the
security chain. How do leading companies increase awareness of
security issues through employee training, knowledge management
and similar measures?

Dr. Tim Sattler
Jungheinrich

Stefan van Eijden
Hamburg Port
Authority (HPA)

Lisa Hackmann
DB Energie

Ralf Kleinfeld
Otto

Olaf Mackens
Panasonic Europe

Host
Robert Hellwig
Universität Siegen

MAIN STAGE 17:00 Live-Podcast | Mind the Tech
Mind the Tech is the podcast that broadcasts live from the basement of
the Internet. From cybercrime-as-a-service to hacked sex robots -
Catrin and Isa take a look at what's going on behind the beautiful
facade of digitalization. And at the Cybersecurity Summit, they're even
doing it live and in color for the first time.

Isabelle Ewald
BDO Germany | Mind
the Tech

Catrin Schröder-
Jaross
Mind the Tech

Host

Inken März
Cybersecurity Summit
Moderation

MAIN STAGE 17:30 Main Stage Speaker Awards Ceremony
The top three speakers from our Main Stage will be honored. You
decide which speakers you found particularly inspiring, charismatic and
innovative. Voting will take place using our app. Access is via your
ticket code.

Host

Inken März
Cybersecurity Summit
Moderation

MAIN STAGE 18:00 Cybersecurity Summit After Work
Drinks, networking & Public Viewing for all participants.
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Cybersecurity Summit
June 19th, 2024 MASTERCLASSES

MASTERCLASSES 08:30 Entrance
The doors open at 8:30 am - so you can start networking over your first
coffee or find yourself a good seat

MASTERCLASSES 10:30 Cybercrime trends you should know in 2024
Artificial intelligence changed everything last year, which presents us
with a real challenge this year: Who will make better use of new
technologies and the psychology of human behaviour - us or the
cybercriminals?
In our talk, we'll take a closer look at the key cybercrime trends for
2024 so you and your security team can stay ahead of the curve and
protect your organisation from attack. Together, we'll explore the
increasing involvement of AI in cyberattacks, which is changing the
rules of the game for everyone involved. We'll also take a look at
technologies such as 5G and quantum computing, which offer
innovative opportunities but also create new points of attack for
hackers.
We also talk about the rise of hacktivism and the role of cyberattacks in
global political tensions. We also look at the evolution from phishing
attacks to more sophisticated, multi-channel threats, the increasing
use of disinformation campaigns to influence public opinion and the
worrying burnout rates in security teams. But we don't just want to
highlight the issues, we also want to give you proven security
strategies to stay one step ahead in an era that will shape cyber
security for good.

Dr. Christian
Reinhardt
SoSafe

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 11:30 Airbus Protect
Masterclass in preparation

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 12:00 Proofpoint
Masterclass in preparation

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG
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MASTERCLASSES 13:30 ADVANCED Systemhaus | Threatlocker
Masterclass in preparation

Martin Brünn
ADVANCED
Systemhaus |
Threatlocker

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 14:15 Varonis
Masterclass in preparation

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 15:00 SecureVisio
Masterclass in preparation

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 15:15 Coffee break
 

MASTERCLASSES 16:15 Secure Code Warrior
Masterclass in preparation

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 16:30 Masterclass
Speaker Andreas Dondera will provide additional material (Banko
emergency plan, emergency map) and answer questions from the
audience. 

Andreas Dondera
Polizei Hamburg

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG
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MASTERCLASSES 17:30 Masterclasses Speaker Award Ceremony
The top three speakers from our Masterclasses will be honored. You
decide which speakers you found particularly inspiring, charismatic and
innovative. Voting will take place using our app. Access is via your
ticket code.

Host

Sandra Balz
kiwiko eG

MASTERCLASSES 18:00 Cybersecurity Summit After Work
Drinks, networking & Public Viewing for all participants.


